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Artists' Register by Rupert Shepherd, Chair, Artists’ Papers Register
Wednesday 15th June 2005 saw the launch at
the Victoria & Albert Museum of the newlycompleted Artists’ Papers Register, an online
register of documents relating to artists,
designers and craftspeople held in publiclyaccessible repositories in the United
Kingdom, which lists 24,636 papers or groups
of papers relating to 8,754 artists,
organisations etc. in 823 repositories.
The Register aims to be inclusive, recording
the papers of ‘fine artists’, designers, design
groups and studios, craftspeople, those
involved in the design occupations within
manufacturing, various art- and designrelated organisations, curators, critics and art
historians. The papers of photographers have
not been actively sought, but have been
recorded when found; and architects have not
been included, unless their activities were
related to interior, furniture or garden design.
But within these boundaries, the Register
makes no restrictions by reputation,
nationality, or historical period.
The Register can be searched by artist’s name,
by repository name and location, by type of
artist, by keyword within the record
description (useful for finding particular
kinds of document, or individuals who
corresponded with artists), and by keyword
within the biographical information (which
might be used to find artists associated with a
particular place). Selecting an artist’s name
from the results of a search will produce a set
of biographical details, and a list of all the
papers relating to that name held in the

Register. Each entry in the list gives the kind
of material, its chronological range, the
repository in which it is held, and the
document’s shelf-mark (if applicable).
The archives of many businesses are included,
such as the wallpaper manufacturer Arthur
Sanderson & Sons Ltd, still held by the
company. Others have been placed on
deposit, notably in the Archive of Art and
Design at the Victoria & Albert Museum,
which holds, to give just two examples, the
papers of the decorators and furnituremakers Heal & Son Ltd and Crace & Son. Art
dealers are represented, such as Glasgowbased Barclay Lennie Fine Art, who hold
papers relating to the painter, designer and
illustrator Jessie M. King. But other
businesses also feature in the Register:
Howard de Walden Estates Ltd hold papers
relating to properties occupied by artists such
as Fuseli, Nollekens, Ramsay, Romney,
Rossetti and Turner, amongst others, whilst
ING Bank NV, owner of The Baring Archive,
holds correspondence relating to Julia
Margaret Cameron, and Lloyds TSB preserve
papers relating to their commission of
Antony Gormley’s The Iron Man.
The completion of the Artists’ Papers
Register has been funded by generous grants
from the Getty Foundation, the Pilgrim
Trust and the British Library’s Full
Disclosure programme. The Register’s
website can be consulted free-of-charge at
www.apr.ac.uk.

Turning the Pages

Turning the Pages allows visitors to virtually
'turn' the pages of manuscripts in a realistic
way, using touch-screen technology and
interactive animation. They can zoom in on
the high- quality digitised images and read or
listen to notes explaining the beauty and
significance of each page. There are other
features specific to the individual
manuscripts. In a Leonardo da Vinci
notebook, for example, a button turns the text
round so visitors can read his famous 'mirror'
handwriting.
Turning the Pages can also be produced on
CD-ROM and online, so you can make your
most precious books available to a huge
audience. Books can be converted to two
different standards - one suitable for
highlights, the other for entire volumes.
Have a look
www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/ttp/digitisation4.html.
Turning the Pages VirtualBook and 3D Book
are jointly developed between The British
Library and Armadillo Systems. For more
information on Turning the Pages, please
contact Rachel Savory, The British Library, 96
Euston Road, London NW1 2DB, UK, phone:
+44
(0)20
7412
7313,
email:
rachel.savory@bl.uk

Image reproduced with permission of the
British Library
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Turning the Pages is the award-winning
interactive program that allows museums and
libraries to give members of the public access
to precious books while keeping the originals
safely under glass. Initially developed by and
for the British Library, it is now available as a
service for institutions and private collectors
around the world.
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Commonwealth Games
collection and exhibition
now open
anchester Libraries and Information Service is
pleased to announce that a collection containing
many important documents relating to the
planning and delivery of the XVII Commonwealth Games
is now available for use.
The archiving of the M2002 Ltd company records began
before the Games, with records suitable for permanent
preservation being identified during a Records
Management project. After the Games these records were
transferred to Manchester City Archives for cataloguing.
The cataloguing project has taken nearly two years, and
provides an insight into the workings of a company
formed to plan and deliver the third largest sporting event
in the world.
The collection is a unique resource and will provide a
legacy of information for the general public, students,
researchers and future hosts of major events. Along with
company records relating to planning and delivering the
Games, the collection also includes records relating to
volunteers, the Queen's Jubilee Baton Relay and the Spirit
of Friendship Festival.
Anyone wishing to use the collection can do so in
Manchester Archives, Manchester Central Library, Monday
to Thursday from 10am until 4.30pm. Please contact the
archives on +44 (0)161 234 1980 for further details.
Councillor Mark Hackett, executive member for culture
and leisure, said: "The regeneration of East Manchester
and the legacy of the Commonwealth Games continues. It
is something every resident can be proud of and a great
asset to this city. The collection is well worth using and will
benefit many people in their study or work."

M

BAC Member Accessions Pair
of Trousers
Honor Godfrey, museum curator of Wimbledon Lawn Tennis
Museum, received her fair share of press attention during this
year’s Championships when French Open champion Rafael Nadal
donated his three quarter length ‘pirata’ style trousers, worn
during his Wimbledon matches, to the Museum. The trousers will
be displayed alongside exhibits such as the Williams' sisters
winning dresses and Championship outfits from Maria Sharapova
and Roger Federer. Honor said of the donation: "We are absolutely
delighted that Rafael has decided to give us his trousers - he's the
first person to wear three-quarter length trousers on Centre Court
since 1927 when the
young Sidney Wood appeared in
knickerbockers".
The Museum, located within Centre Court, is home to what is
amongst the world's greatest collections of tennis memorabilia,
with the oldest exhibit dating from 1555. Many items are of
immense historical importance and some, not least the
Championship Trophies, are unique.
Visitors can enjoy views of Centre Court, the audio-visual theatre,
and the Gallery, which is currently showing international tennis
posters from 1890 to 1940. There are two temporary exhibitions:
Oddballs, a display of tennis curios, and Play is Suspended, which
reveals the Club’s plans for Centre Court together with wet
weather memorabilia from the Museum collection.

More information on this collection and Manchester City
Archives can be found at
www.manchester.gov.uk/libraries/arls/.
Further information on the Games, including an online
version of the Games Final Report can be found at
www.gameslegacy.com.
The Museum does not simply recount the history of tennis,
Wimbledon and The Championships, but reflects the state of the
current game and champions of today, hopefully providing
inspiration to the potential champions of tomorrow. Outside the
tournament period, the Museum runs award-winning behindthe-scenes tours of the grounds for individuals and groups. The
Museum also has a flourishing Education Department with an
active schools programme.
With the excitement of this year’s Championships now over,
Honor and her team are focusing on plans for the new Museum,
due to open at Easter 2006. The current Museum, which shuts on
31 October this year, will be replaced by a Visitor Centre offering
special exhibitions and frequent tours for the interim period. The
Museum’s website is at www.wimbledon.org/en_GB/index.html
Enquiries to +44 (0)208 946 6131.

FROM FAMILY TO FTSE – BAC
CONFERENCE 2005
Conference agenda and registration papers included in
this Newsletter mailing – please book early.
Notice to members: Nominations for the posts of
Honorary Officers or members of the Council's Executive,
for election at the AGM on 8th November 2005, should be
submitted to the Honorary Secretary by 20th September.
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Company History Projects at the Resource Centre for the
History of Entrepreneurship Shibusawa Memorial Museum
by Yuko Matsuzaki
he Shibusawa Memorial Museum was originally founded
to collect and display documents and artefacts from the
life of Shibusawa Ei’ichi (1840-1931), a noted leader of
business and finance who fostered the growth and development of
a modern economy in Japan. He was the first banker in Japan;
created the first kabushiki kaisha, or stock company; helped more
than five hundred companies, many of which have grown into
major corporations; and founded economic organizations such as
the Chamber of Commerce and the Bankers Association. Besides
his accomplishments in economics, he was very active in such
fields as social welfare, education, and international relations.
In order to make the Shibusawa Museum an up-to-date cultural
facility that serves as both an information-resource provider and
an archive of historical documents and artefacts, the Shibusawa
Museum has expanded its scope of activity and in 2003
established a new division, the Resource Centre for the History
of Entrepreneurship.
At the heart of this development lies an idea of Keizo Shibusawa
(1886-1963), the grandson and heir of Ei’ichi Shibusawa. Keizo
conceived the idea of a museum of Japanese business history in
1937 in order to commemorate Ei’ichi and his achievements.
Besides working in banks and government, Keizo Shibusawa was
a father of folklore studies in Japan, and he built and/or helped
to build several collections for research, applied classifications to
these collections, and compiled indexes; hence he created
information resources for research. He himself was not only a
student but also served as a patron of research, and built
networks of researchers. Following Keizo’s path, the Resource
Centre aims to create resources for research on the history of
Japanese business.
Currently the Resource Centre operates two projects on
company history: one is a shashi index, and the other is the
compilation of a directory for business archives.
Shashi is a category of publications on the history of individual
companies in Japan. According to Katsuko Murahashi, a shashi
expert, as of 2002 more than 13,000 shashi titles have been
published since the end of the nineteenth century. They provide
rich and unique contents on companies; therefore they could be a
treasure trove for research on the modern Japanese economy. It is
regrettable, however, that the shashi have not been made use of as
much as one might expect. The reason is that they are in-house
publications: the target readers are usually employees and people
related to that company, editorial responsibility often rests in a
company editorial board, and the publisher is almost always the
company itself. The bibliographic information provided in shashi
is often inconsistent and the distribution is very limited and

T

dependent on private channels. In short, shashi are gray literature.
In order to make shashi a reliable and steady resource for research,
the Resource Centre at Shibusawa Museum has set about the
creation of authority files on standardized bibliographic
information for shashi, and on company names. The latter is
required to cope with mergers, consolidations, closings or a change
of name. The Centre is also working on indexing using existing
information such as the table of contents, chronology, appendix
and index appearing in shashi.
The second project, the compilation of a directory of business
archives, is aimed at making information on business archives
more available and accessible. As Hideyuki Aoyama noted in his
article in the May 1994 issue of Business Archives Principles and
Practice, in prewar Japan the record management systems of
government and modern private firms were set up only for the sake
of the organizations themselves, not for the general public. Though
we have seen the gradual development of archives during the last
60 years, archival institutions have not yet received much
recognition in comparison with other intellectual and
informational institutions such as the library; there is no license or
qualification system for archivists.
Our project already has fine examples to follow such as the
"Directory of Corporate Archives" and the "Directory of Corporate
Archives in the United States and Canada," published by the
Business Archives Council and by the Business Archives Section of
the Society of American Archivists, respectively. The Centre has
just started to obtain information for our directory through a
questionnaire and by interviews with corporate archivists, curators
and/or persons in charge of the compilation of shashi. As this is
probably the first attempt of this sort in Japan, our task is to
persuade not only business personnel but also archival
communities such as the Business Archives Association of Japan to
give their cooperation.
In addition, there are also Japanese company records outside Japan
itself. One well-known example are the business records captured
at during war time which later became part of the collection of the
National Archives of Australia. The Centre’s directory project aims
to incorporate this sort of information into our business database
as well.
Business archives and records management in Japan have primarily
developed through the compilation of shashi. Therefore our two
projects are interrelated in many regards.
Finally, we would like to become better connected to the larger
community of archival professionals globally, to exchange ideas
and practices on business archives, and to be a contributing part of
this community. www.shibusawa.or.jp

Members’ Only
The second phase of the development of the Council’s
website has been completed. The Members’ Area is now
live. All existing BAC members’ are of course entitled to log
in to this area - to obtain a password please email
jane@businessarchivescouncil.com putting ‘Password’ in
the subject field of your message. The Council will use this
new facility to communicate with members and to publish
material for access by members.
By the time this Newsletter is received the first online
publishing project in the Members’ Area will be complete

– all articles published in Business Archives Principles &
Practice (BAPP) 2002-05 will be available online. Thank
you to BAPP’s very organised editors past and present,
Lucy Jones and Valerie Johnson respectively, and to the
authors who have given their permission to publish the
articles online.
NB. The BAC will only use your email address to send you
information about the Council and its activitiesor
membership matters. It will not be disclosed to third
parties for any other purposes.
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Report from Stefan Schwarzkopf
recipient of the BAC Bursary in
2004

Each year the Council awards a Bursary for Business
History Research. In 2004 the successful applicant was
Stefan Schwarzkopf. Stefan recently provided the Council
with a Research Report on his work on "The Records of
UK advertising agencies at the History of Advertising Trust
(HAT)". The bursary allowed Stefan to research the
collection of advertising agency records at HAT in
Raveningham, Norwich. Parts of the results of this
research have already been used in two conference papers
("The marketing of marketing: competitive strategies of
advertising service agencies in Britain 1920-1950" at the
Association of Business Historians Annual Conference,
May 2005, and "Digging their own grave? British
advertising agencies and the introduction of commercial
television in the United Kingdom, 1950-1960" at the
Centre for Contemporary British History, University of
London, June 2005). Both papers discussed the long-term
performance of British advertising agencies over the
course of the twentieth century. The results will be further
discussed in the 2005 edition of the BAC journal Business
Archives: Sources & History (due out in November) and in
Stefan’s forthcoming PhD thesis at Birkbeck College.

…and for 2005
The Council is pleased to announce that its Business
History Bursary for 2005 has been awarded to Mr. Hiroki
Shin, of St Catharine's College, Cambridge. Mr Shin will
undertake research on 'Levels of Confidence in the Bank of
England Note', in archives in Wales and Scotland.
Council
Chairman
Terry Grourvish
presenting Mr.
Hiroki Shin with
the Bursary for
Business History
Research 2005.

S T O P

P R E S S

Really Good News
Further to the article ‘Round Table on Business Records:
Update’ which appeared in the last edition of this
Newsletter, the Council is thrilled to announce that
funding for the Business Records Development Officer
has been finalised. Due to the generous support of The
National Archives, the Society of Archivists, MLA, CyMAL,
the Economic History Society and the Association of
Business Historians the last pieces of the funding jigsaw
have been slotted into place. We hope to feature the new
appointee and their plans in these pages very soon. This is
a great achievement and the Council is extremely grateful
to Sara Kinsey for all her efforts on its behalf.
For further information contact Sara Kinsey at
sara@kkinsey.fsnet.co.uk.

IN BRIEF
● Natalie Ceeney will succeed Sarah Tyacke as Chief
Executive Officer of The National Archive on 17th
October. Ms Ceeney is currently director of operations
and services at the British Library, where she manages
all of the British Library’s services, including both its
famous reading rooms and its remote delivery services.
She has previously managed clinical services in the
NHS, and has led strategic consultancy projects across
a range of industries at McKinsey & Company.
● GUIDANCE
ON
ASSESSING
WHETHER
DEPOSITED PRIVATE ARCHIVE COLLECTIONS
ARE COVERED BY THE FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION ACT 2000 (FOI) – recently published
by The National Archives and available online
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/policy/foi/.
● Listening to the Past, Speaking to the Future – update –
since the report of the Archives Task Force last year,
MLA has been working across government and with
the nine Regional Agencies to provide advocacy for
archives and to develop a range of programmes to
support the future development of the sector.
Further
information
about
the
Archive
Development
Programme
is
available
at
www.mla.gov.uk/action/archives/00archives.asp.
● RIOT OF STEAM: 15-18 September at The Museum of
Science and Industry in Manchester a lively festival to
celebrate the 175th anniversary of of the opening of the
Liverpool and Manchester Railway, which signalled the
birth of mainline passenger rail travel. Telephone: +44
(0)161 832 2244. www.msim.org.uk
● The conclusions of the Review of the National
Monuments Record, which began with a major public
consultation in Autumn 2003, have been published. Sir
Neil Cossons, Chairman of English Heritage, said ‘The
Review has confirmed the fundamental role the NMR
has to play in every aspect of our work, and its
recommendations provide the blueprint for a
significant programme of modernisation which, over
the next few years, will transform access to the NMR.’
Copies of the report can be ordered from English
Heritage’s customer services department on +44 (0)870
333 1181 or downloaded from www.NMRreview.org.
● MLA’s Designation Scheme – the level of interest from
library and archive collections has been very high, with
77 applications received by the 11th April closing
deadline. A panel of experienced professionals has
been appointed to consider applications. The
successful applicants will be announced at the end of
September 2005, along with a date for the next round
of applications. For further information please contact
stephanie.batchelor@mla.goc.uk.
● The British Records Association’s annual conference
“Seeing is Believing - Film and Sound Archives” will
take place on 6th December 2005 at the Royal
Statistical Society. Enquiries to Tel: (+44)020 7833
0428 or britrecassoc@hotmail.com.
The Editor of this Newsletter is Jane Waller. The next issue
will appear in Autumn 2005. Prospective copy should be sent
to Jane Waller at ING Bank NV, 60 London Wall, London
EC2M 5TQ; jane.waller@uk.ing.com.
The Deputy Chairman and Hon Secretary is Fiona Maccoll,
Records Manager, Rio Tinto Plc, 6 St James’s Square, London
SW1Y 4LD (tel: 020 7753 2123);
Fiona.maccoll@riotinto.com.
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